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The Retwine Review

This is the final month of the financial year for many of us, bringing with it stocktakes, budgets
and planning for the upcoming year. The focus for many is also starting to shift to the likely
demands of the colder and wetter months ahead. We have started to adjust our stock holdings
in anticipation of these changing demands so check out our specials and grab a bargain.

Slikfit
A buttonless tonneau system which eliminates the
need for rivets along the side of the vehicle body.
3 part system Plastic Extrusion UTSFP, Aluminium
Snaptrack UTSFA and Corner Rubber UTSFR.

Quality European Screen
Mesh - RECscreen
Available in 10 fashionable colours to complement
a variety of settings.Ideal for outdoor blinds such as
our Llaza BIP- screen.
MER5_ _

Denver GT vinyl
This range of 25 includes smooth and heavy grains
and basketweaves. Also perforated styles ideal for
use as inserts. Many
of the range have
been designed to
match the original
vinyls used in specific
models of Holdens,
Fords and Toyotas.
LCDGT---
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VELCRO® Brand Standard
Tape 100mm
The perfect nylon fastener to sew on to any fabric
by hand or machine. Can also be riveted, screwed,
nailed or stapled. Rust and
jam-free it will out perform and
outlast traditional fasteners.
Ideal where wider width
fastening is required.

Specials
Webtex® Weldable Webbing 47mm
White
European made PVC coated polyester webbing.
Weldable webbing with 2400 kg tensile strength.
Used to reinforce PVC truck curtains or tarpaulins.
WEWW47WT

Available in Black and White,
Hook and Loop.
FAVS100_ _

Shock cord bulk rolls
6mm and 7mm in 300m rolls and 8mm in 200m rolls.
Prout Shockcord uses only the highest quality pure
latex rubber. The outer cover
is braided with colourfast
polyester to provide superior
protection against abrasion and
NZ’s harsh UV.
Plus all sizes 3.5mm, 5mm,
6mm, 7mm, 8mm and 10mm all
available in 100m rolls.
SHB_ _ _

RECwater PVC Coated
Acrylic Canvas
A totally waterproof fabric option ideal for awnings or
marine applications.
The PVC coating is coloured to match with the colour
of the acrylic, thus, it is possible to combine the
elegance of the
acrylic fabric with
PVC waterproof
performance.
Available in Black
and Raw.

Tonneau-Tex
SP 205cm
Black
TPTT18BK

ReClear
Nan Ya Fire
Retardant
PVC 0.7mm
150cm
PVNYC70FR

Toptarp® Ripstop 205cm
700gsm Ripstop PVC
PVTRLB PVTRLG PVTROR

CVRRW_ _

*Specials are for the month of March 2019 and whilst stocks last. Prices are Trade and ex warehouses and are exclusive of GST.

